NOTES OF GUIDANCE

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Eligibility for transport assistance is set out in the Department of Education Circular 1996/41, (updated September 2009). The Circular states:-

Where there is a college within statutory qualifying distance (3 miles) from a student’s permanent home address and a student attends a more distant college, transport assistance will be provided only where the student has been unable to gain a place in any college within the statutory qualifying distance.

Should this be the case, Part C of the transport application must be completed in full by the college within statutory qualifying distance, to confirm that a similar course which leads to the qualification sought is not available in that college.

Where there is no college within statutory qualifying distance from a student’s home, transport assistance will be granted provided there is EA or Public transport already available to or in the vicinity of the college attended. In cases where there is no transport available, transport assistance may be provided to the nearest college which offers the course.

TRANSPORT WILL ONLY BE AWARDED TO STUDENTS WHO MEET THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA:-

- The course followed is a Full-Time Course;
- Transport assistance is not available for the incoming school session if the student's 19th birthday is attained on or before 1st July;
- The student is not eligible for student loan assessment.

EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES: Paragraph 8 of Circular 1996/41 recognises that it may not always be appropriate to determine applications for home to college transport assistance by reference to the eligibility rules which it contains and the Authority reserves the right to provide assistance in cases falling outside those rules and which it considers to be exceptional in nature. The Authority will therefore consider all applications for home to college transport assistance in accordance with the contents of Circular 1996/41 and will also consider any applications in which the student is not eligible under its rules, which are exceptional in nature. The Authority’s Home to School Transport Exceptional Circumstances Policy can be obtained from their website, www.eani.org.uk or by contacting your Local Transport Office (see overleaf).

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

A. TRANSPORT OPERATIONAL DAYS

The first operational day for home to college transport in any academic year will be 1st September. For details on agreed harmonisation holiday dates i.e. when transport will not operate, please refer to the Authority’s website www.eani.org.uk.

B. BOARDING POINTS

Translink Services: Queries regarding boarding stages on Translink bus routes should be made to the local Translink depot. As this is essential information for completion of section (xii) of the transport application form, you should contact the Translink Helpline at 02890 666630. Please do not contact the Authority regarding Translink boarding stages as they will be unable to assist in this area.

Where the journey can be covered by more than one mode of public transport, the maximum assistance will be one sessional pass e.g. one Ulsterbus pass or one NIR pass, not both. The Authority must consider public expenditure when deciding the most appropriate mode of transport. If the journey at either end of the nearest boarding/alighting point exceeds the statutory distance the Authority will consider alternative provision. It should be recognised that in such instances the Authority is unable to consider additional expenditure if there is/are suitable college/s closer to home and transport is available.

EA Services: The Authority will where possible allocate the closest pick up point to the home address. As outlined in the Circular the Authority has ‘no obligation to assist with travel for the whole of a journey, provided that the remainder of the journey does not exceed the statutory qualifying distance - 3 miles in relation to a FE students”. In this regard, parents are responsible for facilitating that portion of the journey.
C. LOST BUS PASSES

Translink Passes: If a student loses a Translink travel pass, a duplicate pass may be purchased from Translink Pass Office, Milewater Road, Belfast – 02890 354074, at a cost determined by Translink and must be accompanied by one passport size photograph.

EA Passes: Any queries regarding an EA Bus pass should be directed to your Local Transport Office of the Authority.

D. CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Please be aware that a change of address may affect eligibility. If there is a suitable college within 3 miles of the new address written application must be made to this college or colleges and written refusal(s) received before being considered for transport assistance to any other college. Written evidence should be provided with the transport application form.

Translink Passes - In the event of a student who is already in receipt of a Translink sessional pass, and is moving address, changing colleges or changing details, they must return their original pass to their Local Transport Office together with a new application form. If the pass has been lost or destroyed then a duplicate of the old pass must be purchased as detailed in the ‘C’ above, before any new travel pass can be issued.

EA Passes - In the event of a student who is already in receipt of an EA bus pass, and is moving address, changing colleges or changing details, they must complete and forward a new application form to their Local Transport Office.

E. EXPENSES PRIOR TO RECEIPT OF TRANSLINK PASS

Students who have incurred the cost of public service fares whilst awaiting their sessional pass during the months of September and October should make application for reimbursement from Translink as follows:

1. Metro, Ulsterbus and NIR claims are submitted to Translink, Account Office, Milewater Road, Belfast. A claim form can be obtained from your local Translink Depot.
2. Any claim for travel expenses must be submitted within 18 working days from the date of issue of the students travel pass. Used tickets must be retained and submitted with relevant claim form;
3. No refunds from Translink will be accepted for tickets issued after 31 October.

F. LATE APPLICATIONS – AFTER 31 OCTOBER

Students who make application for transport assistance after 31 October will not have their fares reimbursed unless there has been a delay on the part of the Authority or Translink in processing the application. Tickets, in respect of these fares paid by the student should be retained and forwarded to the appropriate Local Office of the Authority for refund.

G. BEHAVIOUR

The Authority reserves the right to withdraw a student from transport arranged by the Authority, pending investigation, where a student has behaved in an unacceptable manner as outlined in the Authority’s booklet “Procedure for dealing with Behavioural Problems on Public and Education Authority Transport”. A copy of this policy is available on the Authority’s website www.eani.org.uk

H. WEARING OF SEATBELTS

Students are required by law to wear seatbelts where fitted on all Transport Provision in accordance with seat-belt legislation.

I. CCTV

CCTV cameras may be operational on vehicles used to transport students. For details of the Authority’s CCTV Policy you can download these procedures on the Authority’s website www.eani.org.uk

J. FERRY TRAVEL

Please refer to the Authority’s website for details regarding arrangements for travel on the Strangford Ferry or Rathlin Ferry.

It is important that all sections of PART A, B (& PART C IF APPLICABLE) are completed in full. Forms should be forwarded to the college named at PART A for completion of PART B.

The outcome of your application for transport assistance will be notified to you in writing. Sessional tickets for successful applicants will be available for collection at the college campus.

The information on this form is required by the Education Authority for the purpose of processing your application. The information is covered by the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1988. Your signature to the form is deemed to be an authorisation by you to allow the Authority to process and retain the information for the purpose(s) stated.